Texas A&M University and The Association of Former Students presented the 2007 Distinguished Achievement Awards to 24 outstanding members of the school’s faculty and staff during ceremonies held yesterday in Rudder Theater.

The 2007 recipients, along with their departments/affiliations, are:

For teaching: J. Amanda Adkisson, finance; Jay Porter, engineering technology and industrial distribution; Robert Segner, construction science; Jianer Chen, computer science; David Toback, physics; Annie L. McGowan, accounting; J.N. Reddy, mechanical engineering; Anton Hoffman, veterinary integrative biosciences; Ralph Schoolcraft, European and classical languages; and Eduardo Espina, Hispanic studies.

For research: Ciprian Foias, mathematics; Alexandru Balaban, marine sciences; John Fackler, chemistry; Jerome Loving, English; Cecil R. Reynolds, educational psychology; and Joanne Lupton, nutrition and food science.
For staff: Sherry Adams, College of Veterinary Medicine-Office of the Dean; and Norma Pantoja, agricultural economics.

For student relations: Richard Bartoskewitz, civil engineering; and Dan Posey, veterinary large animal clinical sciences.

For administration: William C. Hearn, student affairs (Texas A&M University at Galveston).

For extension, outreach, continuing education and professional development: Larry Johnson, veterinary integrative biosciences.

For graduate mentoring: William Bryant, oceanography; and Stephen McDaniel, marketing.

The Distinguished Achievement Awards (university-level) were first presented in 1955 and have since been awarded to 810 professionals (including this year) who have exhibited the highest standards of excellence at Texas A&M.

In recognition of their achievements, recipients were presented with a $4,000 check, an engraved watch and a commemorative plaque.
For more information about the awards, contact Kelli Hutka at The Association of Former Students at (979) 845-7514.
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Events

- **Summer I - Last Day of Classes**
  - Jul 3

- **Last day to register for second term by 5:00pm.**
  - Jul 6

- **Summer I - Final Examinations**
  - Jul 6

- **Annual Parking Permit Registration Last Day**
  - Jul 7

More Events...

Texas A&M In the News
- CPRIT Reaches Milestone Of Providing 2 Million Cancer Prevention Services - BioNews-TX
- Divers Continue To Unveil 'little Shards Of Life' From CSS Georgia - Army News Service - Online
- Engineer Calls For New Safety Railings Along Causeway - Seattle Transportation Watch
- 5 Resources For Turning Veterans Into Entrepreneurs - Black Enterprise Magazine Online
- Adding Steel Rails Atop Concrete Barriers Would Make Causeway Safer, Consultant Says - New Orleans Advocate Online, The

More...

From the Colleges

- EPA Awards Texas A&M Researchers $6 Million Grant To Investigate Environmental Impact On Cardiac Health - College of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences
- Texas A&M Hosts A Second Chinese University Leaders Training - College of Education & Human Development
- Behavioral Health Interventions: The Importance Of Communication And New Technology - Health Science Center
- Industrial & Systems Engineering Student Robin Hall Wins A.O. Putnam Memorial Scholarship - College of Engineering
- Texas A&M Chemistry's Brooke Versaw Named Beckman Scholar - College of Science

More...

Athletics

- SEC Men's Basketball Summer Teleconference
- A&M's Shamier Little adds USATF 400 Hurdles title to her collection
- USATF Junior pole vault titles swept by A&M's Stevens, Wyatt
- Aggies Latario Collie, Shavez Hart earn World Championship berths
- KESN FM 103.3 Agrees to Become Home of Aggie Football Radio Broadcasts

More...

From the System

- Texas A&M System donates $1 million to College Station for traffic management improvements
- Texas A&M University System Wins Outstanding Industrial Security Award
- Texas A&M System Board of Regents Confirms Appointments at Several Universities
- Texas A&M University System Offers New Medical Benefit
• MEDIA ADVISORY: Texas A&M System announces new medical benefit service to employees and retirees

More...